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Here, we present a concise model which can predict the photoluminescent properties of a given compound from first
principles, both within and beyond the Franck-Condon approximation. The formalism required to compute fluores-
cence, Internal Conversion (IC), and Inter-System Crossing (ISC) is discussed. The IC mechanism in particular is a
difficult pathway to compute due to difficulties associated with the computation of required bosonic configurations and
non-adiabatic coupling elements. Here, we offer a discussion and breakdown on how to model these pathways at the
Density Functional Theory (DFT) level, with respect to its computational implementation, strengths and current lim-
itations. The model is then used to compute the photoluminescent quantum yield (PLQY) of a number of small but
important compounds: Anthracene, Tetracene, Pentacene, diketo-pyrrolo-pyrrole (DPP), and Perylene Diimide (PDI),
within a polarizable continuum model. Rate constants for fluorescence, IC, and ISC compare well for the most part with
respect to experiment, despite triplet energies being overestimated to a degree. The resulting PLQYs are promising with
respect to the level of theory being DFT. While we obtained a positive result for PDI within the Franck-Condon limit,
the other systems require a second order correction. Recomputing quantum yields with Herzberg-Teller terms yields
PLQYs of 0.19, 0.08, 0.04, 0.70, and 0.99 for Anthracene, Tetracene, Pentacene, DPP, and PDI respectively. Based on
these results, we are confident the presented methodology is sound with respect to the level of quantum chemistry, and
presents an important stepping stone in the search for a tool to predict properties of larger, coupled systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ab initio modelling of molecular photophysical processes
is finding increasing importance in the field of photon har-
vesting, with applications ranging from organic light emitting
diodes1, to organic photovoltaic devices2,3, to luminescent so-
lar concentrators4,5. Since each device generally relies on
one particular de-excitation pathway out-performing others,
the ability to predict quantum chemical processes occurring
within a given compound pre-device fabrication can expedite
the overall process.
One such chemical property is the quantum yield of a com-
pound; a measure of the relative efficiency of a particular path-
way across all competing mechanisms. With respect to pho-
ton harvesting applications, an important quantum yield type
is that of the photoluminescence quantum yield (Qx = PLQY ):
the probability that a molecule will radiate upon photorelax-
ation. A quantum yield of any particular process is computed
simply as a ratio of the rate of interest kx, against the sum of





However, in order to compute a quantum yield, we need both
an understanding of the various mechanisms at play belonging
a)Electronic mail: salvy.russo@rmit.edu.au
to ∑k, and an appropriate model which can predict the rate
constants for each pathway.
Molecular photophysical processes can be catagorised as
either intermolecular or intramolecular. Intermolecular pro-
cesses occur via coupling between two molecular bodies, fa-
cilitating additional decay pathways not normally accessible.
These processes are very sensitive to many systemic factors,
such as interchromophore separation and spatial geometry or
molecular conformation, and have been explored in previous
studies6,7. Conversely, an intramolecular process is dependant
only on a monomer, and is affected only by the immediate sur-
roundings of a given compound, such as a solvent or tightly
coupled radical.
The individual processes themselves can be further divided
into subcategories: as either radiative, in which relaxation of
an exciton results in the emission of a photon, or non-radiative
(NR), where energy is released in some form of heat. In terms
of intramolecular processes, there are two probable NR path-
ways we can consider: relaxation via release of heat in which
electron spin is conserved, and heat release where spin is not
conserved. The former is known as internal conversion (IC),
mediated by non-adiabatic (vibronic) coupling, while the lat-
ter is known as inter-system crossing (ISC), mediated by spin-
orbit (SO) coupling8,9.
The formalism for computing the rate constants for radia-
tive and NR pathways can then be applied at one of two lev-
els: within the Franck-Condon (FC) regime10–12, and beyond
the Franck-Condon regime, also called the Herzberg-Teller
(HT) regime13. In simple terms, the dependence of the pertur-


























































































































bation operator on the nuclear coordinates is omitted within
the Franck-Condon regime, while it is considered within the
Herzberg-Teller regime. This leads to "intensity borrowing"
from the neighbouring states, in that a given Herzberg-Teller
contribution is never zero, however its importance is only
highlighted for transitions in which the wavefunctions compo-
nents are heavily mixed, or when excited state manifolds are
in close energetic proximity to each other. Good examples in-
clude Naphthalene14 and Psoralen15, where fluorescence and
ISC rate constants were easily underestimated when neglect-
ing the second order terms of the perturbation operator.
While plenty of work has been devoted towards ISC and
how to model the mechanism14–18, IC is significantly more
difficult to model, with very few studies having success-
fully dealt with it19–23. Ab initio treatments of IC can
be tricky due to the difficulties associated with the evalu-
ation of the non-adiabatic coupling term and the required
bosonic configurations. In the case of the former, works
combining the efforts of Plotnikov, Robinson and Jortner at
the INDO level have shown some success in treating this
mechanism semiempirically24–27. However, the combina-
tion of this framework with time-dependent density functional
theory (TDDFT) yielded much more accurate rate constant
calculations28–30, which we call the Plotnikov-Robinson-
Jortner (PRJ) formalism. However, in the case of the latter
bosonic configuration problem, the difficulty boils down to
the fact that no known polynomial-time algorithm offers an
exact solution31. Of course these solutions do exist; one can
simply enumerate every possible configuration with respect to
some satisfactory condition until a full continuum, or config-
uration space (CS), is generated. However, as every possible
permutation of vibronic transitions must be considered, the
number of configurations increases rapidly, therefore the use
of such a brute-force methodology to search for energetically
accessible configurations quickly becomes intractable.
It should be noted that nowhere else in the literature is a
similar bosonic calculation implemented, as this problem is
analogous to the 0-1 Knapsack problem in mathematics. Va-
liev and co-workers30 have recently discussed a solution to the
problem through the use of a Lagrangian multiplier to estimate
the most probable vibronic configuration, offering valuable in-
sight into the problem. Here, a similar framework has been
implemented. We have recently published a number of vi-
able methods for computation of such bosonic configurations
beyond just the maximum32, and will illustrate how it is em-
ployed further in this study, as well as present an open source
code which allows for ready replication of our methods. This
will be discussed in more detail later.
This paper is organised as follows: Section II presents the
underlying theory for our implementation and the expressions
used to compute the rate constants in as straight forward a
manner as possible. Here, we explain fundamental ideas, as
well as illustrate how the CS is generated. We then apply this
to a number of example systems. The computational details
used are presented in Section III, while Section IV validates
the theory and discusses the results. We will then combine all
the rate constants within the Franck-Condon and Herzberg-
Teller regimes to calculate a fluorescence internal quantum
yield for each example system of interest, and compare it with
experimental values, and any other similar studies where pos-
sible. Section V will then summarise the work, and highlight
when the suggested protocol is appropriate for use.
II. THEORY
A. Radiative Decay
The rate of radiative decay kr is easily calculated as per

















Here, τ is the fluorescent lifetime, h̄ is Planck’s reduced con-









is the transition dipole moment.
These quantities are readily calculated in standard quantum
chemistry packages. For convenience, the transition dipole
moment is also denoted by µ .
To go beyond the Franck-Condon approximation, the tran-
sition dipole can be expanded as a power series with respect
to the vibrational coordinates Q j of the equilibrium geome-
try Q033. Truncation of the Taylor expansion after the first-
derivative term leads to the following:







Q j, γ = x,y,z (3)
where the first term on the righthand side mediates the FC con-
tribution to emission bandshape, while the second term medi-
ates the HT contribution.
B. Internal Conversion
The general expression for rate constants using PRJ formal-
















Here, Γ f n is the relaxation width of the vibrational level | f n〉,
∆i f is the energy difference between initial and final vibra-
tional states, and Vi0, f (n1n2...n3N−6) is the matrix element of
the perturbation operator28. If we assume that the relaxation
width depends only weakly on the vibrational level n, and
that the difference in energy of the initial and final vibrational
states is much smaller than the relaxation width24, we can sim-












where i and f are the initial and final electronic states, n is
the vibrational level of the state, Ei f is the vertical energy gap


























































































































between electronic states as per the Franck-Condon approxi-
mation, and ω j is the frequency of the jth vibrational mode.
The CS is scanned by searching for all possible solutions to
the summation:
Ei f = n1ω1 + n2ω2 + ...+ n3N−6ω3N−6 (6)
where n j is the occupation number of the jth normal mode
within a given vibronic configuration. Only configurations in-
side the CS which satisfy the energy condition Ei f factor into
the rate expression. Computation of the CS is discussed in a
following section.
The relaxation width Γ f can be implemented as a semi-
empirical component with a value of approximately 0.16 PHz.
However, it can also be computed directly from first principles
using the Lax-Pekar model34,35 and can be expressed in terms











j (2σ j + 1) (7)
where y j is the Huang-Rhys (HR) factor, and σ j is the av-
erage number of particles occupying the jth state. Since we
are considering vibrational normal modes, we can use a Bose-








where kb is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the temperature.
The Huang-Rhys factor is the strength of coupling to the






where ∇ j is the Franck-Condon displacements of the jth mode
in dimensionless normal coordinates.
For the IC mechanism, the perturbation term is expressed
in full as:


































where Tr is the kinetic energy operator of the electrons, α














is the non-adiabatic coupling matrix elements
(NACME) between the initial and final electronic states, |0〉
is the lowest vibrational state of |i〉, |n〉 is a given vibrational
state of the final electronic state, Rα are the nuclear coordi-














coupling between |0〉 and |n〉. The first term on the right hand
side of Equation 10 can be neglected due to it’s small size of
overlap integrals compared with the second term24. We can
then express the function using Cartesian coordinates as fol-
lows:

















































where |0k〉 and |nk〉 are the harmonic oscillator wavefunc-
tions of the initial and final states respectively, and Bq j are
the matrix elements describing the connection between Carte-
sian displacement of the qth element with respect to the nor-
mal coordinate of the jth element, what we call the internal
conversion vibronic matrix (ICV). In other words, the ICV is
constructed using the mass weighted normal modes of each
vibrational mode participating in the transition, or transition
participating modes (TPMs). We can then use the harmonic
























Each configuration is then weighted against it’s relative in-









To include additional intensity borrowing and go beyond the
Franck-Condon approximation, we have to include higher or-
der elements of the power series of the perturbation operator.
For this, we consider the full Hessian of the initial singlet ex-
cited state in addition to the ICV30. Making the same assump-
tions as per Equation 10, we arrive at:







































































































































































































is the second order term of the expanded

























It should be noted that since the perturbation operator is only
dependant on vibrational modes with non-zero HR factors, the
CS can be simplified to only consider TPMs.
C. Intersystem Crossing
The rate of ISC is dependant on the magnitude of the spin-
orbit coupling matrix element. Here, the perturbation operator
is constructed in terms of the spin-orbit coupling matrix ele-




















is the spin-orbit coupling matrix element,
while δ (E) is the density of states. For convenience, we also
denote the spin-orbit coupling term using χ .
In this work, the SOCME is computed using Breit-Pauli
Hamiltonians36, which consists of one-electron and two elec-
tron components. This can be simplified by employing a spin-
orbit mean field approximation37, whereby the two-electron
component is modelled as a screening potential as a function
of their spatial atomic orbitals and average occupation within
those orbitals. See Refs 37 and 36 for further details.
To account for HT effects, we expanded the SOCME term




The theory highlighted in the previous section has been ap-
plied to a number of organic chromophores, including An-
thracene, Tetracene, Pentacene, diketo-pyrrolo-pyrrole (DPP),
and Perylene Diimide (PDI). As shown in Figure 1, the
Polyacenes9,14,38–42 are very well studied in literature, and as
such provide a good case of validity with respect to the ac-
curacy of a model. DPP is a relatively new chromophore of
interest43–47 due to its extreme tunability, while PDIs5,7 are
important in the field of OLEDs and LSCs, typically display-
ing large PLQYs.
B. Quantum Chemistry
Molecular geometries of the S0 state were optimised at
the DFT level, using the Becke 3-parameter Lee–Yang–Parr
exchange-correlation hybrid functional48 using the redefined
valence triple-zeta polarization basis set def2-TZVP49 basis
set for the Polyacenes and DPP, while for PDI the smaller
TZVP basis set was used, as implemented in the GAUS-
SIAN16 software package50. Optimisation of electronically
excited equilibrium geometries utilised TDDFT, with the
same functionals and basis sets used for ground state calcu-
lations. To simulate experimental setups, solvation effects
are simulated via the employment of a polarizable continuum
model (PCM). CycloHexane is used for the polyacenes due
to its weak dispersive interaction with aromatic molecules,
especially since the larger polyacenes have some solubility
issues14. DiMethyl Sulfoxide is used for DPP, as it is sol-
vatochromic in nature51, and therefore requires a highly po-
lar solvent, while Toluene is used for PDI, as it is non-polar
and also minimised interchromophore coupling in experimen-
tal solution52.
The electronic Hessian with respect to nuclear coordinates
of the converged geometry was computed. The same func-
tionals and basis sets as per the geometry optimisations are
employed. The output is in dimensionless normal coordinates,
so the ICV was then mass weighted and renormalised. The
NACME terms were computed at the first singlet excited state
using GAUSSIAN16.
Single-point calculations of optimised structures were per-
formed using the DFT based multireference configuration
interaction DFT/MRCI method53, using the def2-TZVP ba-
sis set for all five chromophores. Computed energies
using the DFT/MRCI protocol have been shown to dis-
play a minimal deviation from experimental results by less
than 0.2 eV53, allowing for significantly more accurate re-
sults than typical TDDFT correlated energies. For each
chromophore, the one-particle basis was computed using
the Becke half-and-half Yang-Lee-Parr BHLYP exchange-
correlation functional54 as implemented in the TURBOMOLE
software package55. Here, the PCM was employed using the
COSMO module56. The DFT/MRCI reference space was gen-
erated iteratively by including all electron configurations with
expansion coefficients greater than 10−3 in numerous probe
calculations, using 10 electrons across 10 orbitals, allowing
only for a maximum of two-electron excitations. Probe runs
were calculated by discarding configurations with energy less
than the highest reference energy; starting with a threshold of
0.6Eh, then 0.8, with the finalised wavefunction built using a
threshold of 1.0. Molecular orbitals with energies larger than
2.0 Eh were not used. Vertical excitation energies and transi-


























































































































FIG. 1. Schematic molecular structures of studied compounds.
tion dipole moments can be extracted from these results. Spin-
orbit matrix elements were computed using the SPOCK.CI
module36,37,57 of the DFT/MRCI platform.
The transition dipole moment and spin-orbit coupling ma-
























where subindex γ defines the perturbation interaction V across
the singlet/triplet sublevels. Here, any triplet state with energy
in close energetic proximity to and all below the first singlet
state are considered important to quenching pathways. The
VIBES software package17 was used to compute ISC rates.
VIBES was also used to generate the Franck-Condon and
Herzberg-Teller emission spectra, requiring the adiabatic en-
ergy of the transition, frequency calculations, and the transi-
tion dipole moment. The Franck-Condon factors are obtained
from this output. It should be noted that temperature has a


























































































































strong effect on the spectra, due to changes in the Boltzmann
distribution. As such, all spectra are computed using a tem-
perature of 300 K.
When computing the Herzberg-Teller emission rate, care
must be taken as the spectral intensity is unknown. At the
Franck-Condon point, this intensity scaling is proportional to
the transition dipole moment. However, the Herzberg-Teller
treatment mediates an effective transition dipole moment due
to nuclear activity of normal modes. Since VIBES computes
the spectra in the time domain, this information is not readily
accessible. As such, when computing the Herzberg-Teller rate
constant as per Equations 2 and 3, the spectra were normalised
to the Franck-Condon spectral density.
C. Configuration Space Computation
The last step needed here is to find some appropriate
method of computing the CS. As per Equation 6, this is con-
structed as a function of the electronic energy difference,
and the harmonic energies with various occupational quanta
within each TPM. Further, the entire CS must be scanned
for all configurations which may satisfy the energy condi-
tion. However, in its current form, the energy condition is
exact. Realistically, this cannot be the case. Vibrational ener-
gies fluctuate, and the atoms themselves vibrate, resulting in a
small range of energies to sum over. To factor this quality, we






where δE is the allowable energy tolerance. It is plausible to
infer that this average range of energies can be directly related
to the ensemble thermal energy of the system. If we also in-






which relates δE directly to the average thermal energy of
a molecule. Here, we employ an energy window of δE =
40meV , which corresponds to standard room temperature. See
the SI for further details with respect to this choice.
As previously mentioned, scanning over the CS is anal-
ogous to the 0-1 Knapsack problem in mathematics, and is
therefore an NP-complete problem. Ref.32 outlines three pos-
sible solutions. The first is a brute force scan; testing every
plausible configuration within the CS. While generating an
exact set of solutions, the brute force method is impractical as
the total number of possible configurations C̄ scales factorially
with the number of TPMs. The second method was to stochas-
tically generate configurations, but we observed the number
of acceptable configurations for a given system was typically
within 3-4 orders of magnitude of C̄; while an improvement,
can still be intractable for large systems. The third method
of CS generation is more elegant, and expand through the CS
linearly, hereafter called the Linearly Expanded CS (LeCS)

















in a similar way to that of Valiev and co-workers30, where λ is
the Lagrange multiplier, rounding to the nearest integer, since
the solution is rarely discrete. We can then expand about this
maximum, computationally shifting the problem to a poly-
nomial series. If one were to imagine the full CS as an N-
Dimensional surface, one dimension for each TPM, with the
"vertical" axis a measure of the rate constant at that configura-
tion, the integration of such a surface would yield the overall
rate constant for the transition. Using the LeCS method, the
CS surface is simplified to a two dimensional surface, as func-
tion of the norm of each configuration vector (index), allowing
a truncation to exclude indexes with minimal contributions. A
full treatment can be found in Ref 32.
Since the PRJ formalism assumes purely harmonic transi-
tions, to obtain the HR factors for an IC calculation, the initial
and final vibrational states uses the ground state results28. The
resulting HR factors and their corresponding energies have
been reported within the SI. Scanning of the CS and computa-
tion of the IC rate constant was performed using the Knapsack
software package32.
D. Derivatives & Wavefunction Phase
It should be noted that the Herzberg-Teller terms of an op-
erator can be approximated using vibronic coupling between
two excited states in conjunction with CI based methods58.
However, within the TDDFT regime, this process is much
more complex, and is typically presented as a ground-excited
state coupling term. As such, this method remains locked
out using DFT based methods, requiring the computation of
derivative components.
The derivatives of a quantum chemical term at the Franck-
Condon point, in this case either the transition dipole moment
or the SOCME, can be approximated using a finite differences
method. Here, we have opted for a central point difference




V j,γ(x+ h)−V j,γ(x− h)
2∆h
(21)
where V j,γ(x+ h) and V j,γ(x− h) are the coupling terms per-
turbed along the jth normal mode by some increment, in the
positive and negative directions respectively, and ∆h is the in-
crement value, or step size. Here, we have used a step size
of 0.05. In other words, the gradient is calculated as the cou-
pling difference between the positively and negatively stepped
perturbation along each given normal mode.
Following a given derivative calculation, attention needs to
be paid to the sign of the derivative. In particular, phase shifts
can occur during single point calculations of the DFT/MRCI
wavefunction components, in which one or all wavefunction


























































































































components experiences a phase shift from positive to nega-
tive or vice versa. Further, the amplitudes of the molecular
orbitals can sometimes experience a phase shift, which can be
difficult to notice. While it is entirely likely a true sign change
may take place, they each need to be checked beyond the point
of superficiality.
To circumvent this problem, we constructed a fictitious dot
product made using the configuration amplitudes of the lead-
ing configurations of the two coupled states. These configu-
ration amplitudes were further multiplied by the largest MO
coefficient of the underlying orbitals, to account for orbital
rotation. We compare the resulting product to that at the dis-
placed geometries, using the FC point as a reference. If the
sign of one of the dot products is altered in this process, inter-
preted as a change in phase, the appropriate coupling mag-
nitude renormalized by a factor of -1. This ensures that a
coupling derivative along a particular vibrational coordinate
is obtained consistently with the sign of the FC displacement.
IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
A. Quantum Chemical Analysis
The vertical excitation energies and frontier orbitals of the
five compounds can be found in the Supplementary Informa-
tion, while comparisons of singlet energies and a summary of
their computed qualities of importance can be found in Ta-
bles I and II respectively.
Beginning with the polyacenes, computed properties com-
pare well with those found experimentally14, while analysis
of the electronic structures correlates well with similar studies
within the literature39,78,85. The highest occupied molecular
orbitals (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals
(LUMO) comprising the wavefunctions of the first electronic
excited state of Anthracene displays a HOMO→LUMO type
character across all geometries. This state was found adiabat-
ically at 3.18 eV and appears bright, with a sizable oscillator
strength of 0.125 at the singlet excited state geometry. The
dark S2 state appears across all geometries as an evenly mixed
HOMO-1→LUMO and HOMO→LUMO+1 transition. In the
triplet manifold, we see that the first excited T1 state appears as
a HOMO→LUMO transition, with wavefunction components
becoming steadily mixed in appearance as you proceed to
higher energy levels. We also note a near-degeneracy between
the S1 state and T2 state, as shown in Table II, likely facilitat-
ing a fast ISC mechanism. Comparison of these results to
CASSCF calculations performed by Kawashima and cowork-
ers appear agreeable, with both configuration state functions
and state energies matching well between datasets39.
Onward to Tetracene, which also compared very well
to data published by Kawashima and coworkers39, strongly
agreeing with both the predicted HOMO→LUMO character
for the bright S1 state appearing adiabatically at 2.44 eV, then
the mixed HOMO-1→LUMO and HOMO→LUMO+1 char-
acter for the S2 state at the ground state optimised geome-
try. While the S1 state character, with an oscillator strength of
1.000, was universal across all geometries, the S2 state shifted
to a doubly excited state HOMO2→LUMO2 character when
the chromophore was photoexcited. This suggests that at the
ground state geometry, a flipping of roots occurs upon pho-
toexcitation, with the higher order doubly excited state swap-
ping positions with the mixed state. In the triplet manifold, the
first triplet state appears as a strong HOMO→LUMO transi-
tion, with all higher lying states appearing as strongly mixed
valence orbitals. We also note another near degeneracy con-
dition between the S1 and T2 state.
Pentacene also compares well to literature data sets78,85.
Here unlike Tetracene, the bright S1 HOMO→LUMO charac-
ter and S2 HOMO2→LUMO2 characters are universal across
all geometries, with no root flipping observed. The S1 state
can be found adiabatically at 1.92 eV, with an oscillator
strength of 0.083. In the triplet manifold, we again see a
T1 state with a HOMO→LUMO character, with higher lying
stated appearing heavily mixed. We also again note a near de-
generacy between the S1 and T2 states. Observed across all
polyacenes, this state is likely very important for ISC path-
ways as a fast deexcitation pathway.
The polyacenes all yield very similar photophysical prop-
erties. Here, we note transition dipole moments akin across
all systems, deviating from an average value of 1.33 au by
no more than 0.02 au. Even mixing of configuration state
functions can be seen on the S2 state across all polyacenes.
We also note adequate vertical spacing between excited states
by 0.48 eV, 0.64 eV, and 0.47 eV for Anthracene, Tetracene,
and Pentacene respectively. In addition to the minimal shar-
ing of oscillator strength, this suggests that in the radiative
scheme, Herzberg-Teller processes do not play a dominating
role. We also see very small spin-orbit coupling terms at the
Franck-Condon point, with the only sizable term belonging
to the endothermic T3 state in Anthracene, appearing 0.40 eV
above the singlet S1 excited state. However, a number of these
triplet levels appear closely packed together, so it can be ex-
pected that higher order processes contribute very strongly to
transfer mechanisms.
As shown in recent studies44,46,51,86, the photophysical
properties of DPP are incredibly sensitive to the sidegroups
attached to the chomophore, in some cases, stabilising in en-
ergy by more than 1.0 eV. Since DPP has only recently come
into light as an interesting compound for application of fluo-
rescence technologies, comparison of the core chromophore
with studies in the literature is difficult, as the physics re-
volves around it’s derivatives. However, from what can be
found, comparisons of the electronic structure to the com-
pound’s derivatives87 seem to be very positive. At the ground
state geometry, the S1 HOMO→LUMO orbital is observed as
dominant, followed by a HOMO-1→LUMO transition to the
S2 state. Solvation results in the destabilisation of the lon-
gitudinal Lb state, placing the transient La state lower both
vertically and adiabatically at 3.35 eV, with a strong oscilla-
tor strength of 0.338. In the triplet manifold, three low-lying
states were observed to display non-zero spin-orbit coupling
terms. While the T1 and T2 coupling terms were small, at
0.014 cm−1 and 0.001 cm−1, the T3 state displayed a very
large coupling strength, of 28.373 cm−1.
Properties for PDI agree very well with results published


























































































































TABLE I. Tabulated singlet and triplet energies for all studied chromophores computed in this study compared to similar theoretical studies
and experimental values. Given absorption S0 → X and emission S0 ← X energies are vertical from the ground and the X th excited state
respectively, while adiabatic S0  X energies here are presented as 0-0 transitions. All energies are in units of eV, while a "-" indicates that
the information could not be found.
Chromophore DFT/MRCI Exp. Theory
X=State S0→ X S0← X S0 X S1→ X S0← X S0 X S1→ X S0← X S0 X
Anthracene
S1 3.39 2.96 3.18 3.31a 3.23b, 3.30c 3.43d, 3.38e 3.40f 3.27g, 3.01h 3.43h, 2.67i
S2 3.61 3.41 3.53 3.45j - - 3.23f 3.66h -
T1 2.04 1.30 1.77 - - 1.85k, 1.82l 2.00f, 1.66m - -
T2 3.41 2.92 3.19 - - - 3.30f, 2.84m - 2.40n
T3 3.42 3.37 3.58 - - - 3.35f, 3.50m - 3.77n
Tetracene
S1 2.61 2.28 2.44 2.60o 2.60p 2.71e 2.80f , 2.74q, 2.64r 2.63g, 2.30s -
S2 3.24 3.08 3.18 3.14o - - 2.92f , 3.22q, 3.48r - -
T1 1.38 0.62 1.36 - - 1.28k 1.51f - 1.10n, 1.25t
T2 2.63 2.25 2.25 - - - 2.43f, 1.87m - 2.58n
Pentacene
S1 2.06 1.81 1.92 2.31u 2.31v, 2.32w 2.12x 2.13y 1.83s 1.61z
S2 2.76 2.34 2.44 2.88o - - 2.88aa - 2.57x
T1 0.92 0.46 0.73 - - 0.78k, 0.83bb - 0.79g -
T2 2.01 1.70 1.86 - - 1.67k - - -
DPP
S1 3.49 3.17 3.35 2.48-3.10cc 2.07-2.48cc - 3.11dd - -
S2 3.78 - - - - - - - -
T1 1.78 1.54 1.83 - - 1.21ee - - -
T2 3.57 3.15 3.43 - - - - - -
T3 3.92 3.40 3.73 - - - - - -
PDI
S1 2.36 2.09 2.23 2.35ff, 2.37gg 2.08ff, 2.34gg 2.32gg 2.30hh 2.05hh 2.16hh
S2 3.12 - - - - - - - -
T1 1.37 1.01 1.26 - - - - - 1.15ii
T2 2.68 2.45 2.65 - - - - - 2.59ii
aFrom Ref. 59 using h-heptane. bFrom Ref. 60 using ChloroBenzene. cFrom Ref. 61 using CycloHexane. dFrom Ref. 62 in the vapour
phase. eFrom Ref. 38 in the gas phase. fFrom Ref. 39 using MRMP. gFrom Ref. 63 using SCFMO. hFrom Ref. 64 using SAC-CI. iFrom
Ref. 65 using TDDFT. jFrom Ref. 66 using CycloHexane. kFrom Ref. 67. lFrom Ref. 68 in Ammonia. mFrom Ref. 69 using CI. nFrom
Ref. 40 in alcohol. oFrom Ref. 14 using CycloHexane. pFrom Ref. 70 using Toluene. qFrom Ref. 71 using DFT/MRCI. rFrom Ref. 41
using TDDFT. sFrom Ref. 72 using RAS-2SF. tFrom Ref. 73 in the vapour phase. uFrom Ref. 74 in the gas phase. vFrom Ref. 75 in the gas
phase. wFrom Ref. 74 in the vapour phase. xFrom Ref. 76 in n-alkanes and AM1. yFrom Ref. 77 using MRMP. zFrom Ref. 65 using DFTB.
aaFrom Ref. 78 using CASPT2/SA-CASSCF. bbFrom Ref. 42 in the vapour phase. ccFrom Ref. 44 using various solvents. ddFrom Ref. 79
using TDDFT. eeFrom Ref. 80 at the TDDFT level. ffFrom Ref. 81 using DiChloroMethane and TDDFT. ggFrom Ref. 82. hhFrom Ref. 83
using TDDFT. iiFrom Ref. 84 using TDDFT.
in literature by Meftahi and co-workers7 and Yang & Jang83.
PDI was found to display large energetic spacing between the
singly excited HOMO→LUMO bright S1 state and the heav-
ily mixed S2 state across all geometries. Here, the calculated
adiabatic energy of 2.23 eV compares with 2.28 eV noted by
Zhang and coworkers5, along with the large oscillator strength
of 0.82. Within the triplet manifold, the T1 and T2 states ap-
pear as a HOMO→LUMO and a heavily mixed valence state
across all geometries. We also note large energetic spacing
between the first and second triplet energy levels. Here, a
modest SOCME of 0.75 cm−1 and a smaller 0.09 cm−1 was
found for both levels respectively.
While singlet energies seem to match up well with respect
to the expected 0.20 eV error associated with the DFT/MRCI
methodology53, as per Table I, computed triplet energies seem
to be generally overestimated. Comparison of literature en-
ergies for polyacenes88 show strong agreement with the first
triplet level to literature values. However, the near degener-
acy condition for the S1 and T2 states for all polyacenes is
not noted for any system. The closest seen is for Tetracene,
with an S1 to T2 experimental gap of 0.05 eV. For DPP, as the
molecule is relatively new with respect to the literature, triplet
energies for the higher lying states of the core chromophore
was difficult to obtain. The value found for the first triplet
level does not compare well to the computed value, however,
this can easily be attributed to the difference in structures. For
PDI, the observed differences in energies are smaller than for
other chromophores, but still larger than 0.20 eV. These in-
accuracies are likely to result in overestimated ISC rate con-
stants. The symmetry rules for ISC rates can also be consid-


























































































































TABLE II. Tabulated singlet to triplet quantum chemical transition
properties for all studied chromophores at the Franck-Condon point.
Given energies are adiabatic, with negative energy differences being
defined as a transition to an adiabatically higher state. Energies are
given in units of eV, while SOCME terms are in units of cm−1.
Compound State ∆ES1→Tn HSO(x) HSO(y) HSO(z)
Anthracene T1 1.412 -0.00006 0.00001 -0.00002
T2 -0.009 -0.00004 -0.00001 0.00000
T3 -0.396 -0.00036 -0.00015 0.00527
Tetracene T1 1.073 0.00000 0.00003 -0.00001
T2 -0.014 0.00001 -0.00005 -0.00002
Pentacene T1 1.194 0.00000 -0.00003 0.00000
T2 0.059 -0.00000 -0.00007 0.00001
DPP T1 1.518 0.00055 0.00036 0.01399
T2 -0.077 0.00059 -0.00015 -0.00001
T3 -0.380 20.81360 19.28235 0.00079
PDI T1 0.973 0.00000 -0.00001 -0.75078
T2 -0.416 -0.00430 0.09157 0.00024
ered here, whereby for all five of the studies chromophores,
the S1 and T1 states share the same character. Under these con-
ditions, the pathway is forbidden. As such, for calculations
not implementing symmetry, rate constants may be non-zero,
but small.
B. Radiative Decay
Computed emission bandshapes agree well with those
found experimentally. The vibronic progression of An-
thracene, shown in Figure 2A was found to yield 4 peaks of
importance, with a small peak attached to the first, using either
first and second order treatments. Interestingly, the experi-
mental spectra shows the second peak to be slightly larger than
the first89, while here the first peak is largest. This is likely
caused by solution based effects, such as aggregation induced
stabilisation of excited state energies, but it is difficult to say.
Tetracene, shown in Figure 2B, displays a steady progression
of three smoothly shrinking peaks, agreeing well to experi-
mental spectra70. Here we see that difference between first
and second order corrected spectra are minimal, with some
intensity increase on the secondary and tertiary peaks. Pen-
tacene is also relatively normal with respect to changes be-
tween first and second order bandshapes, as seen in Figure 2C.
Similar to the previous Polyacenes, we see very little differ-
ences, with secondary and tertiary peaks of the second order
correction possessing a slightly higher intensity, comparing
well to experimental results14.
Compared to a very similar derivative prepared by Grzy-
bowski & Gryki46, the computed spectra for DPP, shown in
Figure 2D, displays significantly more vibronic detail, with
5 evident peaks, however that can easily be attributed to ex-
perimental broadening. As per the cited compound appearing
lower in energy by more than 1.0 eV, this is attributed to the
phenyl groups opposite each oxygen atom. Shown by Pun,
Campos & Congreave47, the emission bandstructure of DPP
is very sensitive to it’s side group substituents, so the ener-
TABLE III. Computed radiative decay rates of just the Franck-
Condon terms, and the second order corrected rate. Fluorescent
lifetimes are second order corrected and are compared to literature.
Rates and lifetimes are given in units of s−1 and ns respectively.
Chromophore kr,FC kr,FC+HT τr (Calc.) τr (Exp.)
Anthracene 4.281×107 4.829×107 20.7 16.2a
Tetracene 2.010×107 2.263×107 44.2 28.6a
Pentacene 9.736×106 1.091×107 91.7 83.3a
DPP 1.220×108 1.223×108 8.2 5.2-6.1b
PDI 1.513×108 1.505×108 6.6 4.00c
aFrom Ref. 14 using Cyclohexane. bFrom Ref. 51 using various
solvents. cFrom Ref. 5 using poly(methyl methacrylate).
getic position can change drastically. However, comparison
of multiple sources shows very similar emission spectra45,90.
Similarly, for PDI, the emission spectra compares very well
to that found in literature5,89. As shown in Figure 2E, two
large peaks can be observed, under both first order and second
order approximations, with very little change between them.
For these two molecules, we can expect little to no depen-
dence on the second order correction. Interestingly in the case
of PDI, we see a slight loss in spectral intensity with respect
to the first and second peaks. At the first peak, the first order
Franck-Condon treatment yeilds the most intense peak, while
for secondary and tertiary peaks, the second order corrected
Herzberg-Teller spectra displays a higher intensity.
The Polyacenes were observed to possess a very small num-
ber of non-zero Franck-Condon factors due to their high de-
gree of molecular symmetry, and as such displays a very dis-
tinct vibronic progressions. PDI on the other hand, displays
many non-zero Franck-Condon factors, displaying a strongly
defined band structure. Comparison of the structure and band-
shape to the simpler Perylene derivative shown by Xiong and
co-workers91 suggests that the imide moities smooth out the
vibronic structure, resulting in more well defined features. It
also explains why the fluorescent lifetime of the compounds
remain roughly universal in experiments with respect to the
complexity of the side groups attached to the chromophore5.
This is also likely why the bandstructure of DPP is so vivid.
The calculated fluorescence rate constants are presented in
Table III. For Anthracene, we see a first order rate constant
of 4.28× 107 s−1, corresponding to a fluorescence lifetime
of 21 ns. While this approximately 7 ns too fast as per the
expected lifetime14, a second order correction yields a new
transition dipole moment of 1.40, with a corresponding rate
and lifetime of 4.83× 107 s−1 and 21 ns. A similar quali-
tative improvement is seen for both Tetracene and Pentacene,
with first order rates and lifetimes of 2.01×107 s−1 and 50 ns,
and 9.74× 106 s−1 and 103 ns for respectively, improved by
a second order correction to 2.26× 107 s−1 and 44 ns, and
1.09×107 s−1 and 92 ns respectively. Rate constants for DPP
and PDI were significantly less dependent on second order
processes, as observed in their emission spectra. Here, the
gain in fluorescence is less than 5% for both systems, yield-
ing almost identical first and second order rate constants of
1.22× 108 s−1 for DPP, and 1.51× 108 s−1 for PDI. This


























































































































FIG. 2. Calculated emission spectra of Anthracene (A), Tetracene (B), and Pentacene (C) in Cyclohexane, DPP (D) in DiMethylSulfoxide,
and PDI (E) in Toluene. Solvents were simulated via a PCM at both the Franck-Condon (Red) and Herzberg-Teller (Blue) levels. Spectra are
normalised by intensity, and as such are not to scale.
results in similar fluorescent lifetimes, of 8.2 ns and 6.6 ns
for DPP and PDI respectively, which both compare reason-
ably well with experimental values. Interestingly, PDI is the
only studied system which seems to lose spectral intensity
with a second order correction, likely caused by a net negative
change in the derivative components of the perturbation oper-
ation. With a reduction in the rate constant of 8.62× 105 s−1,
this implies a dark state in close proximity to the emitting
state, which was already highlighted.
Overall, we see using our method of radiative rate compu-
tation yields fluorescence lifetimes in very close agreement
with experimental values, as highlighted in Table III. With
the exception of Pentacene, which underestimated the life-
time, each lifetime was slightly overestimated, but remained


























































































































TABLE IV. Tabulated IC rate constants and ab initio linewidths for all studied chromophores. Both linearly expanded configuration space
(LeCS) and Lagrangian rate constants are presented for comparison, in addition to both Franck-Condon and Herzberg-Teller components, the
range (minimum value to maximum value) of the CS index for computed rate constants, and expected the Lagrangian maximum within the
CS. Rate constants are given in units are in s−1.
Linearly Expanded Configuration Space Lagrangian Configuration Space
Chromophore TPMs Γ f (PHz) Index Range kIC,FC kIC,HT Lmax kIC,FC kIC,HT
Anthracene 12 0.113 8/19 2.716×102 3.690×106 16.67 2.423×103 1.240×103
Tetracene 15 0.099 6/19 1.741×105 2.599×107 13.19 6.134×102 6.824×103
Pentacene 24 0.044 4/16 1.057×104 4.698×106 5.78 2.826×104 1.773×107
DPP 13 0.104 4/16 2.785×106 4.274×103 12.78 6.599×106 4.894×103
PDI 53 0.081 5/12 3.157×103 5.885×1010 8.39 8.006×100 1.344×106
within a reasonable degree of error to the expected values. Our
presented methodology can approximate the second order cor-
rection to fluorescence assuming that the Herzberg-Teller term
is not dominant. In the case where the second order compo-
nent is very large, then it falls to reason that the approximation
used here would fall short, and severely overestimate the rate
constant.
C. Internal Conversion
While the optimised Lagrangian does present a configura-
tion vector size with a maximised rate constant, we find that
the resultant rate constant in the integration picture should be
treated with some scepticism. On the one hand, should the
CS be built of a large number of TPMs, the Lagrangian rate
can be underestimated. On the other hand, should the CS be
built of a small number of TPMs, the Lagrangian rate can be
overestimated. The rounding from the Lagrangian result may
be too far in a particular direction, resulting in configurations
satisfying an incorrect energy condition. The former could
also occur due to the lack of energy tolerance. That is not to
say this method does not have its uses, as currently for large
systems, an approximation method is useful. However, the
differences can be quite large in the case of underestimation.
To illustrate this, a rate constant using both methods will be
reported.
The calculated IC rate constants using both the Lagrangian
and LeCS methods for all systems are given in Table IV.
At the Franck-Condon limit, the rate constants for the Poly-
acenes were found to be very small, with rates contants of
2.72× 102 s−1, 1.74× 105 s−1, and 1.06× 104 s−1 for An-
thracene, Tetracene, and Pentacene respectively. These rates
are negligible, and as such clearly require a second order cor-
rection, yielding corrected rates of 3.69× 106 s−1, 2.60×
107 s−1, and 4.70× 106 s−1 for Anthracene, Tetracene, and
Pentacene respectively. Comparison of these rate constants to
those published by Pedash and coworkers9 show very agree-
able results for Anthracene and Tetracene when considering
second order processed. However for Pentacene, the rate con-
stants here is too low. It is possible that due to the energetic
proximity of electronic excited states, Pentacene may expe-
rience IC transferring to a higher energy state, but without
explicit examination it is difficult to say. Nijegorodov and co-
workers14 noted a rate constant of 1.0×108 s−1 for Pentacene,
but used the semiempirical formalism originally proposed by
Plotnikov24–26 which estimates part of the nuclear-vibrational
coupling as a function of the number of hydrocarbon bonds
along the molecule. It is possible that this method may in-
trinsically factor in second order processes. It is interesting to
note that the linewidths of these three systems shrinks with re-
spect to the number of aromatic rings, shifting from 0.11 PHz
to 0.04 PHz. As these linewidths are computed from first prin-
ciples, it is possible a semiempirical fix could push the rate
constants higher in value.
For DPP, the IC rate constants were found to be 2.79×
106 s−1 and 4.27× 103 s−1 for the first and second order
processes respectively, with a linewidth of 0.10 PHz. Here,
we see that for DPP, second order processes are not very im-
portant for the IC mechanism. While this similar first order
dominance would be expected for PDI, this is not the case
here, with first and second order rates of 3.16× 103 s−1 and
5.89× 1010 s−1 respectively. PDI is well known to possess a
near unity PLQY92,93, which therefore infers small rate non-
radiative rate constants. Here, the Franck-Condon rate con-
stant is of an acceptable size, while the Herzberg-Teller term
is grossly overestimated. This error is due to fact that our
model found 5 high energy normal modes with non-zero HR
factors. High energy modes have larger contributions to the
Hessian, and therefore over-contribute to the rate constant. In
the case of PDI, we found two modes with significant HR fac-
tors of energy larger than 0.4 eV, as per the Supplementary
Information. Further examination of these high energy modes
shows deformation of the outermost Hydrogens. This sug-
gests the QC model used here does not treat these with suf-
ficient accuracy. Therefore, application of a higher accuracy
model would likely find these same normal modes either at a
lower energy, or with smaller HR factors, circumventing this
problem. Thinking about this in a physical sense, the high
energy modes would have a very low probability of occupa-
tion, due to their thermal accessibility with respect to other
lower energy modes. As such, modes above a certain energy
threshold can be considered to have a negligible contribution
to the IC rate constant. Following this argument, if you trun-
cate the CS by culling all high energy modes; six modes rang-
ing in energy from 0.398-0.442 eV, the total second order cor-
rected IC rate constant for the S1 → S0 transition using the
Lagrangian method is found to be 3.3 s−1. As such, we can


























































































































FIG. 3. Visualised rates for each chromophore with respect to CS Index at the Franck-Condon point.
expect an approximate LeCS second order corrected IC rate
constant of somewhere between 103− 104 s−1, following a
comparison of other LeCS Vs. Lagrangian kIC,HT rate con-
stants. Here we have taken to assuming a corrected rate con-
stant of kIC,HT = 104 s−1. This issue is not observed in any
other system.
It is worth highlighting that some of the rate constants pre-
dicted by the Lagrangian method overestimate the rates. Ex-
amination of the normal modes show minimal deformation
between the ground and excited state geometries, further re-
flected by the existence of only a small number of TPMs with
sizable HR factors. The Polyacenes possess a small number
of TPMs, with a maximum of 24 participating modes in Pen-
tacene, while DPP only shows 13 TPMs. In fact, PDI is the
only system with a large number of TPMs, at 53. This is be-
cause the molecule only has one degree of symmetry due to a
slight twist about the chromophore centre of mass. As such,
only a very small number of occupations would contribute to


























































































































the rate of IC. Here, the Lagrangian method examines the con-
tinuous maximum rather than the discrete maximum, which
is only viable for narrow distributions. In other words, the
Lagrangian rate is actually artificially raised, with the accept-
able configurations found with the Lagrangian CS theoretical
maximum likely falling outside of the analytical LeCS. Di-
rect comparison of LeCS rate constants to the Lagrangian rate
constants show that use of the Lagrangian method alone yields
varying results, with the best numbers being out of the range
of the LeCS method by at minimum a factor of 2 and at most
by three orders of magnitude. At a first order approximation,
the rate is overestimated for Anthracene, Pentacene, and DPP,
while it is grossly underestimated for Tetracene and PDI. In-
terestingly, this is different for the second order correction, as
the Herzberg-Teller term effectively squares the differences,
in addition to the influence of high energy modes in PDI as
mentioned previously. Here, we generally see a gross un-
derestimation of values, except for Pentacene, where the rate
constant is overestimated, and falls much closer to what is ex-
pected in literature9.
To understand why this over/underestimation happens, we
can plot the results of the computed LeCS rate constants, as
a function of the CS index, as shown in Figure 3. Beginning
with the Polyacenes, these systems are relatively small with
respect to the number of TPMs. For Anthracene, a Lmax
value of 16.67 was noted. As we cannot compute a frac-
tional index, rounding up artificially raises the rate constant
to 2.43× 103 s−1, in this case by an order of magnitude. For
Tetracene, this has the opposite effect. Here, the Lmax value
is 13.19, resulting in a rate of 6.13× 102 s−1 and an overall
decrease by 3 orders of magnitude. In both these cases, it is
clear that the rounding is too far in a given direction, result-
ing in configurations satisfying an incorrect energy condition.
For Pentacene however, the error is minimized, as the Lmax
value of 5.78 is close to the natural maximum of the LeCS
curve, resulting in a rate of 2.83× 104 s−1. In this case, the
Lagrangian method can be considered reasonable. This is sim-
ilar for DPP, whose Lmax value of 12.78 yields a Lagrangian
rate of 6.60×106 s−1. Here, the spread of viable occupations
along the CS is very large, suggesting the rate is being arti-
ficially increased again due to a displaced CS vector index.
For PDI however, we see that the widened CS is grossly un-
derestimated. Here, a large portion of the CS contributed to
the overall rate constant, which goes against the Lagrangian
approximation, resulting in a erroneous rate constant. For a
such a large system to have only 5 TPMs with HR factors
larger than 0.10, a very small rate is expected. In the case
of a Lagrangian estimation, the larger number of TPMs result
in a vast spread of satisfactory configurations, resulting in a
Lagrangian rate constant underestimated by several orders of
magnitude.
Recently, Valiev and co-workers30 noted the importance of
anharmonic effects to the overall IC rate constant. They found
that by considering anharmonicity, the rate constant for Naph-
thalene increased by several orders of magnitude. While the
addition of Herzberg-Teller effects solves for a lot of the error
within the Franck-Condon regime, this suggests that the har-
monic approximation itself may not be enough to explain the
TABLE V. Tabulated ISC rate constants for all studied chro-
mophores. Transition rates are given for all triplet levels in close
energetic proximity to, and those triplet levels lower in energy to the
first singlet excited state. First and second order corrected rate con-
stants are given in units of s−1.
Compound Transition kISC,FC kISC,FC+HT
Anthracene S1 T1 2.785×10−9 3.904×100
S1 T2 1.507×10−1 2.079×108
S1 T3 3.658×10−3 7.959×101
Tetracene S1 T1 7.246×10−9 1.366×10−1
S1 T2 3.605×10−1 2.366×108
Pentacene S1 T1 7.577×10−11 1.116×10−2
S1 T2 3.276×10−1 2.622×108
DPP S1 T1 4.111×102 8.687×106
S1 T2 1.644×100 3.902×107
S1 T3 3.919×102 1.840×106
PDI S1 T1 7.297×104 9.164×105
S1 T2 8.959×10−1 1.081×105
IC pathway for heavily mixed excited states. This is similarly
concluded by Kohn and co-workers94, who highlighted diffi-
culties associated with the calculation of rate constants based
on near-equilibrium energetics. Unfortunately, we have yet to
implement the proposed formalism for rate constants within
an anharmonic space. However, it is something we will do in
the future.
D. Inter-System Crossing
The calculated ISC rate constants at both first and second
order approximations are shown in Table V. When consid-
ering only direct spin-orbit coupling, rate constants are gener-
ally very low in magnitude. Anthracene for example, yielded a
combined first order rate constant of 1.51×10−1 s−1, due en-
tirely to the near-resonant S1→ T2 transition, which is much
too small to be realistic. Comparison of this rate to the to-
tal ISC rate calculated by Nijegorodov and co-workers14 to
be 1.51× 107 s−1 shows that our yield is underestimated by
several orders of magnitude. This is further confirmed by
Parker & Joyce95, who show a large ISC quantum yield of
0.70 in ethanol. This pattern of low first order rate con-
stants is common across all of the studied chromophores, with
combined first order rate constants of 3.61× 10−1 s−1 and
3.28× 10−1 s−1 for Tetracene and Pentacene. Moving to
the more stable DPP and PDI chromophores, direct spin-orbit
coupling is stronger, yielding combined first order rate con-
stants of 8.05× 102 s−1 and 7.30× 104 s−1 respectively. For
DPP, it is difficult to find literature rate constants to compare
to, however it is clear that the tunability of the chromophore
would also affect the singlet-triplet pathways. Similarly, PDI
is also very tunable in its properties. However, PDI is well
known to display a fluorescence quantum yield of close to
unity, so a small ISC rate would therefore be expected.
While it is understandable that a number of these rate
constants are low due to symmetry rules, it becomes clear


























































































































our spin-orbit coupling terms are being underestimated
to some degree. Rate constants predicted using other
methodologies9,14,84 report much larger rates, suggesting di-
rect spin-orbit coupling components lack the ability to com-
pletely predict the ISC rate constants. It is likely the under-
estimation is attributed to the lack of vibronic coupling com-
ponents within the triplet wavefunctions. A number of the
chromophores under investigation all possess tightly packed
together electronic states, suggesting strong second order cou-
pling between them. A similar phenomenon was observed by
Tatchen et al.15 for the Psoralene compound, with ISC rate
constants being consistently underestimated using only direct
spin-orbit coupling terms.
Second order corrections to the ISC rate constants yield
much more positive results. For Anthracene, Tetracene, and
Pentacene, we recorded overall second order corrected rate
constants of 2.08× 108 s−1, 2.37× 108 s−1, and 2.62×
108 s−1 respectively, all corresponding to the near-resonance
of the S1→ T2 transition. Here, especially for ISC rates, we
highlight the importance of second order processes, which
allow for ultrafast pathways despite minimal direct coupling
factors. While these values are faster than those reported by
Nijegorodov and coworkers14, they do agree well with those
published by Pedash and coworkers9 who did consider higher
order processes, of 1.90× 108 s−1, and 2.50× 108 s−1 for
Anthracene and Tetracene. Interestingly, they note an almost
non-existent ISC rate constant for Pentacene, attributing all
non-radiative decay to the IC mechanism. Here, Nijegorodov
and coworkers14 agree, arguing an IC quantum yield of 0.75
for the chromophore.
For DPP, the combined second order corrected ISC rate
constant is much more evenly distributed across all low lying
triplet levels, yielding a total of 4.95× 107 s−1. With nothing
to compare to, it is difficult to speculate as to whether this is
correct or not, but as the rate is slower than the radiative rate
constant, this suggests the chromophore will possess an effi-
cient quantum yield. Finally, PDI yielded a total second order
corrected ISC rate constant of 9.16×105 s−1, with a 90% con-
tribution from the S1 → T1 transition. This is in reasonable
agreement with the expected properties of PDI as proposed
by Isukapalli and coworkers84, who implemented strict sym-
metry conditions whereby this transition is forbidden, unlike
here. However they are low with respect to the radiative rate,
and as such can be considered respectable.
E. Internal Fluorescence Quantum Yield
Computed PLQYs are tabulated in Table VI. Here, first
order PLQYs are seen to be generally overestimated, due to
the omission of higher order photophysical properties found
in compounds with complex mixing of excited state wave-
function components. For Anthracene, Tetracene, and Pen-
tacene, quantum yields are all values of unity to near-unity,
with PLQYs of 1.00, 0.99, and 1.00 respectively. Similar re-
sults were noted for DPP and PDI, with PLQYs of 0.98 and
1.00 respectively. While for PDI, this is a positive result, for
the other chromophores adhering to only first order rate con-
TABLE VI. Computed internal quantum yield values using only first
order rate constants (FC), and second order corrected rate constants
(FC+HT), compared to those found in literature.
QD Anthracene Tetracene Pentacene DPP PDI
QD,FC 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.98 1.00
QD,FC+HT 0.19 0.08 0.04 0.70 0.99
Lit 0.24a 0.21a 0.08a 0.4-0.9b 0.97c
aFrom Ref. 14 using Cyclohexane. bFrom Ref. 44 using various
solvents. cFrom Ref. 92 using Toluene.
stants is not accurate enough.
When we begin to consider second order corrections to the
PLQYs, the results are much more positive. For the Poly-
acenes, the second order corrected PLQYs are 0.19, 0.08, and
0.04 respectively, which compares quite well to the literature
values of 0.24, 0.21, and 0.08 reported by Nijegorodov and
coworkers experimentally in Cyclohexane14. For Anthracene,
we obtain a PLQY of 0.19, which finds an excellent agreement
with experiment. The interesting cases are for Tetracene and
Pentacene. In both cases, we see a lower than normal PLQY
due to a large ISC rate constant for the near resonant S1→ T2
pathway. However, we know this is not necessarily the case as
per Table I. We can therefore conclude that the triplet equilib-
rium geometries are not accurate within the TDDFT method-
ology. Despite this, the resulting quantum yields are within an
acceptable margin of error.
Second order corrected PLQYs for DPP and PDI yield ef-
ficiencies of 0.70 and 0.99 respectively. In the case of the
former, this falls well within the expected region of 0.4-0.9
reported by Auwalu & Cheng44. In the case of the latter how-
ever, while this does compare well with the expected value
of 0.97 as reported by Yang and coworkers92, the efficacy of
this result is dependant on how you view the truncation of
high energy TPMs. Due to the two high energy normal modes
with non-zero HR factors, the second order rate constant was
overestimated by several orders of magnitude, calculated at
5.885×1010 s−1. However, upon removing these TPMs from
the CS, a new second order rate constant of 104 s−1 can be
estimated within the LeCS framework, yielding PLQYs of
near unity or 0. While physically, this is a sound correc-
tion, it would be worth repeating these calculations, on the
same or similar systems, at higher levels of theory such as
MRMP, CC2, or CASPT2 to be certain of accurate geome-
tries, TPMs, and NACME terms between the ground and first
singlet excited states. That being said, these results suggest
the methodology is sound with respect to the level of theory
in which quantum chemical parameters are computed.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Here, we have presented a versatile methodology for the
computation of various rate constants in order to model the
PLQY of any given chromophore monomer without the use
of any semi-empirical parameters; entirely at a first principles
level. At a quantum chemical level, we found that the com-


























































































































puted singlet properties yielded accurate energies and config-
uration state functions with respect to what was previously
reported in the literature. However, it was noted that in the
triplet manifold, while configuration state functions agreed
well, the energies of the equilibrium minima did not. In partic-
ular, all the Polyacenes were noted to display a near resonance
condition for the S1→ T2 pathway, foreshadowing that some
ISC rate constants may be overestimated. Radiative processes
were found to agree well with similar studies reported in lit-
erature, showing that our approximation for second order nor-
malisation could accurately estimate the full transition dipole
moment for chromophores where Herzberg-Teller processes
are not dominant. Consequentially, each computed fluores-
cence lifetime was found to be within an acceptable margin of
error to the cited literature values.
Following to non-radiative processes, the IC rate constants
at the Franck-Condon limit were shown to be smaller than
expected. Application of a second order correction yielded
much more appreicable rate constants, closer to those reported
in the literature. For the Polyacenes, we noted a shrinking of
the linewidth with respect to the number of aromatic rings in
the chromophore, which could leave room for improvement if
using a semiempirical value for the linewidth, artificially rais-
ing the IC rate constants. For DPP, we noted that second order
processes did not play an important role in the spin-conserved
pathways. For PDI, we noted an ultrafast mechanism un-
der the Herzberg-Teller regime initially. However, removal
of high energy TPMs from the CS resulted in an appreciable
rate constant. Here we also highlighted the differences be-
tween the Lagrangian method and LeCS method of computing
bosonic configurations, as there was always a disagreement
between the two methods. Explicit explanations were given
as to why they did not agree, highlighting that the Lagrangian
method, while very useful as a tool to estimate very large sys-
tems that cannot be fully solved in a reasonable amount of
time, consistently results in errors of up to 3 orders of magni-
tude. In fact, it was only found to display reasonable rates in
the case of Pentacene, where the predicted maximum as close
to the actual maximum. Computed ISC rate constants were
found to be almost negligible at the Franck-Condon point, but
became much more appreciable upon a second order correc-
tion. Interestingly, we found that for Pentacene the dominant
mechanism is ISC, which disagrees strongly with the litera-
ture. Finally, the first order PLQYs were shown to be gen-
erally overestimated, with all values close to unity, but were
once again made to look much more attractive upon imple-
mentation of a second order correction, yielding PLQYs of
0.19, 0.08, 0.04, 0.70, and 0.99 for Anthracene, Tetracene,
Pentacene, DPP, and PDI respectively. As such, we are con-
fident the methodology presented here is viable for use in the
field of quantum chemistry. However, as with all quantum
chemisty, care needs to be taken with respect to the accuracy
of geometries and consequential excited state energies.
In conclusion, the presented model was able to predict the
PLQYs and corresponding rate constants from first principles
various chromophores to a reasonable degree. With a clear
path forward, the proposed model has a future in the role
of property prediction. A small number of weaknesses were
noted, such as difficulties in accurately replicating experimen-
tal environments and the errors noted in computation of triplet
chemical properties at the TDDFT level of theory. However,
viable solutions to each issue were presented and discussed,
such as the recomputation at higher levels of theory, an an-
harmonic treatment of vibronic coupling for both the IC and
ISC rate, and the explicit computation of radiative processes
as opposed to the approximation. Once these problems are
dealt with, the next step would be to push towards intermolec-
ular decay processes and even larger systems.
VI. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
SI includes the following for each studied chromophore: vi-
sualised frontier orbitals, tabulated electronic structure prop-
erties of all important electronic excited states (plus one ad-
ditional state) for all equilibrium geometries of interest, opti-
mised cartesian coordinates for all geometries, energies and
corresponding HR factors for all TPMs for each S1 → S0
transition, and an explanation as to how derivative terms are
treated.
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